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UK miraa ban on
from this month

Can YOU outsmart
the expert?

ALY KHAN’S
STAR
PORTFOLIO
AFRICA RISING: MOZAMBIQUE COULD
BE THE NEXT QATAR

I
CAMPAIGN: Tigania East MP Mpuri Aburi receives a bunch of miraa from traders in Eastleigh in June
last year.
BY LOLA OKULO
EXPORT and sale of miraa to
the UK, the major remaining
international market will be illegal from June 24.
The UK government which
since last year has been debating whether to impose the ban,
on Friday announced it has
outlawed the sale and use of
miraa known as khat.
“To ensure that the UK does
not become a hub for international khat smuggling, it will
become illegal to produce,
possess, supply and import or
export khat without a Home
Office licence,” said the UK
government.
Offenders will get a warning for first time possession, be
fined £60 (Sh8,814) on second
possession while third time offenders will be arrested, the
Home Office said in a statement.
UK has banned the drug
against the advice of its Advi-

sory Council on the Misuse of
Drugs which said in a report
last year that there was no sufficient evidence to warrant a
ban on health grounds.
The ban has drawn criticism,
with the spokesperson for miraa exporting agency Sakijo
International Kimathi Munjuri
saying it will render thousands
jobless and more critically the
hundreds of youths at Majengo
and Eastleigh areas of Nairobi
hence posing a security risk.
Consequently, miraa traders
in Kenya have instructed their
lawyers to petition the UK government to make arrangements
for consignees to pay them for
products supplied.
“It is not possible for the consignees to pay what they owe us
in one month. The amount runs
into billions of shillings and
they will require time as per the
various contracts to pay even
after the ban comes into force...
in the Netherlands we lost a lot
of money because the ban was

abrupt,” said Munjuri.
Netherlands which was the
biggest export market for miraa taking in over 80 tonnes per
week banned the drug in 2012.
Local exporters of miraa
are now looking East for new
markets adding that they have
already given proposals to the
ministries of Foreign Affairs
and International Trade, Agriculture and the Office of the
President on possibilities of
selling the drug in China.
Kenyan grown miraa has
also recently netted Mozambique and Malawi though the
volumes exported there are still
small totalling one tonne per
week for both markets compared to 20 tonnes sent to the
UK.
Before the legal tussles and
market challenges in the UK,
Kenya used to export over 60
tonnes there.
The miraa exports to UK
bring in about Sh14 million
weekly.

Startups to compete for investor backing
BY STAR REPORTER
TWENTY five mobile startups
across the East Africa region
will compete for market recognition and investor interest
during the Pivot East 2014
pitching conference, Chase
Bank, a major sponsor of the
event has said.
“We are pleased to be part
of this innovative initiative

and we are glad to see the
contestants present innovative and creative ideas that
could transform the social
economic development of the
East African region. The bank
lauds the startups that made it
to finals and we hope to walk
with them as they pursue their
dreams of being tech entrepreneurs,” head of brand and
corporate affairs, Magdalene

Mulandi said.
The pitching conference
will be held in June in Nairobi
where startups will compete in
the finance, enterprise, entertainment, utilities and society
categories. Mulandi said tech
entrepreneurship is a global
trend and they will continue
supporting such initiatives in
efforts to serve the growing
market.

was kindly invited by the IMF
and the government of Mozambique to attend the second Africa Rising conference in
Maputo last week. Maputo sits
at the end of the ancient Indian
Ocean maritime route.
“The precocity of the Indian
Ocean as a zone of long-range
navigation and cultural exchange is
one of the glaring facts of history’,
made possible by the ‘reversible
escalator’ of the monsoon.” [Professor Felipe Fernández-Armesto].
Today, it is self-evident that
Mozambique sits on gas reserves
which will [if the execution is
optimal – and optimal execution
around our natural resources is a
sine qua non of the #Africarising
narrative] in my opinion transform
Mozambique into the next Qatar.
Just like our President who said
the following of Madame Lagarde
the MD of the IMF when he hosted
her at State House in Mombasa
last year; ‘’Madame MD your style
has won you accolades amongst
your peers and IMF member states
calm, cool, persistent inclusive and
considerate’’
I too am an admirer of the MD.
I appreciate her emphasis on
what I characterise as ‘girl power’
because I know that countries that
leverage the female component
have a head start and a competitive advantage. I appreciate the
nature and tone of the IMF’s engagement in Africa which has been
recalibrated for the 21st century.
And it clear to me, that the
IMF has a role to play, not least
because policy makers will make
mistakes. Look at Ghana where the
president claims he is looking for a
home-grown solution to a situation
of his making and frankly there
isn’t one. I follow markets ahead of
words and the Ghana Cedi which
has collapsed more than 20 per
cent this year is the loudest signifier of all.
Some might feel that madam
Lagarde’s IMF soft pedals on
key issues but my impression is

that underneath Lagarde’s velvet
glove, there lies an iron fist. In my
humble opinion, the IMF is more
that a bank of last resort, a bail out
bank as it were, they are inserting
themselves into the policy making
architecture and it is that normative influence that I hope will keep
the #Africarising narrative on track.
Interestingly, you will note a linguistic inflexion point in Zimbabwe
of late. This is entirely due to the
IMF and I wish to give a hat tip to
another friend Domenico Fanizza.
Its early days but there is a trend
change.
The last decade has been one
where Africa has risen [it is narrow
because it is only a decade old and
as such only a recent phenomenon
in the scheme of things] and it has
been a rising tide that floated all
boats.
Stock markets rallied from east
to west from north to south. It
was a momentum thing. You can
imagine the cry of ‘’Surf’s Up’’
resonating all over the world and
fund managers from New York to
London, from Tokyo to the GCC
getting their swimming trunks and
their surf boards.
Well what is clear in 2014 #Africarising is no longer a homogenous
thing. You have to pick your waves
now otherwise like those who
missed the ‘reversible escalator’
of the monsoon you might find
yourself beached with no way
back. The momentum is no longer
uniform and the markets are punishing missteps and how.
It is a little counter-intuitive but
this is why I want the government
to issue the Eurobond as quickly
as possible. The reason being that
for the first time, the markets will
respond to policy making on a real
time basis.
This will bring some of the outlier utterances firmly under control.
The cause and effect will be there
for all to see because as long as it
is not, the crazies still have a voice.
I, for one, am fatigued by having to
engage with the crazies.

Shares go up and down and readers are advised that this column represents Mr
Satchu’s personal opinions.

